In English, Dutch, and other European languages, it is well established that the fundamental phonological unit in word production is the phoneme; in contrast, recent studies have shown that in Chinese it is the (atonal) syllable and in Japanese the mora. The present study investigated whether this cross-language variation in the size of the unit of word production is due to the type of script used in the language (i.e., alphabetic, morphosyllabic, or moraic). Capitalizing on the multiscriptal nature of Japanese, and using the Stroop color naming task, we show that the overlap in the initial mora between the color name and the written distractor facilitates color naming independent of script type. These results confirm the mora as the phonological unit of word production in Japanese, and establish the Stroop color naming task as a useful task for investigating the fundamental (or Bproximate^) phonological unit used in speech production.
Many core processes underlying language production are presumed to be universal (e.g., Gómez et al., 2014) and should therefore not depend on any language. Models dealing with phonological encoding (i.e., creating abstract representations of the sound form of the word) often reflect this assumption and occasionally overlook variability across languages. Many models assume that the phoneme is the unit underlying word production (e.g., Dell, 1986; Caramazza, 1997; Levelt, Roelofs, & Meyer, 1999 ; but see Roelofs, 2015) . One reason for this assumption is that most psycholinguistic research has concentrated on a few (European) languages (e.g., English, Dutch).
Within language production models, Levelt et al. (1999) is most explicit on how phonological encoding takes place. Specifically, during phonological encoding, two pieces of information are needed: (1) a Bmetrical frame^containing the number of syllables of a word as well as its main stress position and (2) the units (phonemes) necessary to fill the syllabic structure. Subsequently, this information is combined by incrementally inserting the activated segments (phonemes) into the corresponding syllables outlined in the metrical frame in a segment-to-frame association process (prosodification). For example, to produce the word tiger the metrical frame would specify ω = σ'σ (i.e., one word [ω] with two syllables [σ] with stress ['] on the first syllable) in which six phonemes (taɪgər) would have to be inserted to create /taɪ gər/.
Most evidence supporting the assumption that the phoneme is the unit used in phonological encoding during speech production comes from experiments using the implicit priming (Bform preparation^) paradigm (e.g., Meyer, 1990 Meyer, , 1991 . In this paradigm, participants first learn a small set of semantically related word pairs, called prompt and response, respectively, for example: fruit-pear. After learning these word pairs, participant are asked to produce the response word (e.g., /pɛər/) when a prompt word (e.g., fruit) is presented. The critical manipulation involves the word-pair groupings, such that in the homogeneous condition the response words overlap in certain features, such as the first phoneme (e.g., /pɛər/, /pɒnd/, /pɔn/), and in the heterogeneous condition they do not (e.g., /pɛər/, /reɪs/, /taʊn/). The two critical results observed with this task are that a segmental (phoneme) overlap between responses significantly facilitates response latencies (i.e., homogeneous < heterogeneous), and that this segmental overlap advantage is only observed for beginning-related and not end-related overlap (e.g., not /dip/, /lup/, /hip/), attesting to the unit size as well as the left-to-right incrementality.
Additional evidence for a phoneme-sized phonological unit comes from a different paradigm involving reading aloud words in combination with masked priming. Here, the task is to read aloud words presented on the screen. Just before the target word, another word (the Bprime^) is presented very briefly (50 ms) such that participants are unaware of its presence. Forster and Davis (1991) showed that target words are read aloud faster if the prime shares just the initial letter with the target (e.g., prime-pear, target-pond) relative to an unrelated control prime (e.g., town). Like the implicit priming paradigm, when prime and target were end related (e.g., door-pear), facilitation does not occur (Kinoshita, 2000) . The masked onset priming effect has been observed consistently across several European languages (English: Forster & Davis, 1991; Kinoshita & Woollams, 2002; Dutch: Schiller, 2004; and Spanish: Dimitropoulou, Dunabeitia, & Carreiras, 2010) .
Cross-language variation in the phonological unit used in speech production
The brief review above indicated that for European languages there is an empirical consensus for the phoneme as the phonological unit in speech production. Recently, however, evidence has accumulated that this basic unit may differ between languages, with recent studies finding differently sized units for Mandarin Chinese (e.g., Chen, Chen, & Dell, 2002; O'Seaghdha, Chen, & Chen, 2010) and Japanese (e.g., Kureta, Fushimi, & Tatsumi, 2006; Verdonschot et al., 2011) . Using the implicit priming paradigm, Chen et al. (2002) found that in Mandarin Chinese, significant preparation effects were only found when the whole (atonal) syllable overlapped. Specifically, for response words such as da1ying4, de2guo2, du3buo2, respectively (number indicates tone), the onset phoneme overlap did not result in significant facilitation, but response words such as ke1xue2, ke2tan2, ke3lian2, that is, words with overlapping initial syllable (irrespective of tone), did produce facilitation. Similarly, using the masked priming read-aloud task, it was shown that native Mandarin speakers do not show onset segment priming (e.g., Verdonschot, Lai, Feng, Tamaoka, & Schiller, 2015) , but they do show initial syllable priming (e.g., Chen, Lin, & Ferrand, 2003; You, Zhang, & Verdonschot, 2012) . Recently, Chen, O'Seaghdha, and Chen (2016) used masked primes with picture targets (thereby avoiding any reading processes involving the target) and found that pictures (e.g., 太陽 /tai4yang2/) were named significantly faster (compared to control) when preceded by a syllable-related prime (e.g., 台 /tai2/), though significant priming was not obtained for onset-related primes (e.g., 圖 /tu2/). Similar results indicating the absence of onset segment overlap effect in Cantonese Chinese were reported by Chen (2008, 2009 ) using the picture-word interference task, and in the implicit priming task (Wong, Huang, & Chen, 2012) .
In Japanese, the phonological unit for speech production is considered to be the mora (e.g., Kubozono, 1989) . The mora is a rhythmical unit typically consisting of CV (e.g., /ka/) or V (e.g. /a/) but never C alone (except for the nasal coda /ɴ/); also, vowel elongation and geminates are counted as one mora. For example, the word Japan in Japanese is /ni.ho.ɴ/, which has three moras (a dot denotes the mora boundary). In the comprehension literature, the importance of the mora has been well established (see Otake, Hatano, Cutler, & Mehler, 1993 ; who obtained moraic segmentation effects for Japanese words). In the production literature, Kureta et al. (2006) used the implicit priming paradigm and found preparation effects for response words when the initial mora overlapped, for example: かつ ら , 歌舞伎 and 鞄 (i.e., /ka.tsɯ.ɾa/, /ka.bɯ.ki/, /ka.ba.ɴ/, respectively), but not when the onset segment overlapped, as in かつ ら,く じ ら , 古墳 (i.e., /ka.tsɯ.ɾa/, /kɯ.dʑi.ɾa/, /ko.ɸɯ.ɴ/, respectively). Corroborating evidence comes from masked priming read-aloud experiments showing that targets (e.g., ま ん が /ma.ŋ.ɡa/) preceded by onset segmentrelated primes (e.g., メ イ /me.e/) did not show faster naming latencies; however, initial mora-related primes (e.g., マ メ /ma. me/) did show priming compared to unrelated primes (Verdonschot et al. 2011 ).
Is the cross-language variation in the unit of speech production due to script type?
An important question arising from these studies is whether the cross-language variations in unit size reflect the difference in the script type. In alphabetic scripts, each letter, or letter cluster, maps onto a phoneme. In contrast, in Chinese a character maps onto a morpho-syllable, and in Japanese a kana maps onto a mora. Is the size of phonological unit of word production determined by the unit size of mapping between the script and phonology? That is, it is possible that phonemes constitute the unit in English, Dutch, and other European languages because they are written in the Latin alphabet; syllables constitute the unit in Chinese because Chinese characters correspond to a syllable, and mora constitute the unit in Japanese because each kana maps onto a mora.
1 As we discuss below, there is currently no clear answer.
There are two approaches to investigate this question. One is to ask whether the cross-language variation is a consequence of acquiring knowledge of the writing system used to write the language. This possibility is suggested by research on phoneme awareness-the ability to perceive and manipulate phoneme segments in spoken words-as tested, for example, in the phoneme deletion task (e.g., BSay what remains after you take away the sound /s/ from sand^). It is wellestablished that phonemic awareness develops with reading skill (see Castles & Coltheart, 2004) . Although the direction of causality of this relationship is intensely debated, with the original idea being that phonemic awareness is a prerequisite for acquisition of literacy (see Castles & Coltheart, 2004, for discussion) , there is evidence suggesting that it is the acquisition of literacy that leads to phoneme awareness. For example, Morais, Cary, Alegria, and Bertelson (1979) showed that Portuguese adults who were illiterate performed more poorly on phoneme awareness tasks than comparable people who had been illiterate as adults but had subsequently learned to read. Of relevance to the issue of cross-language variation; Read, Zhang, Nie, and Ding (1986) reported that Chinese adults who are only literate in Chinese characters (and not pinyin, the alphabetic transcription of Chinese) could not add or delete individual consonants in spoken Chinese words, and thus concluded that the phoneme awareness develops Bin the process of learning to read and write alphabetically^ (Read et al. 1986, p. 32) . From this perspective, the findings of cross-language variation in unit size in the speech production tasks could be similarly interpreted in terms of the difference in the script type used in the language, because all previous studies involved literate adult participants.
From this perspective, the way to investigate whether the variation in script type is causally related to the cross-language variation in the proximate unit used in speech production is to compare illiterate adults (or preliterate children) who are speakers of languages with different proximate units (e.g., English vs. Chinese) on a speech-production task that does not require the presentation of written input, such as the implicit priming task. We are not aware of such studies, 2 which is perhaps not too surprising given the obvious difficulties associated with this approach.
The second approach is to investigate whether there is an influence of orthography on a spoken word-production task. For the implicit priming task, under some conditions, the answer is yes. Using English words, Damian and Bowers (2003) reported that when onset segments shared by the response words (e.g., /k/) were spelled differently (e.g., camel, kidney), the advantage in response latency relative to the heterogeneous set was eliminated. These authors found this effect of spelling even when the (prompt words and) response words were spoken in the learning phase and hence the orthography was not explicit, and concluded that Borthographic codes are mandatorily activated in speech production by literate speakers^(p. 119). However, using Dutch words, Roelofs (2006, Experiment 3) found no spelling influence, contrasting with Damian and Bowers (2003) . Alario, Perre, Castel, and Ziegler (2007) tested the possibility that this discrepancy between Damian and Bowers' (2003) and Roelofs' (2006) might have been due to cross-language differences in the degree of consistency of phonology-orthography mapping. Using picture stimuli named in French, they found no evidence for the effects of spelling differences and concluded that the discrepancy between the results reported by Damian and Bowers (2003) and Roelofs (2006) could not be explained in terms of language, because French, like English, is less consistent than Dutch. Instead, they concurred with Roelofs (2006) who suggested that the effect of spelling reported by Damian and Bowers (2003) might not bear directly on the speech production processes but rather to the memorization processes recruited by the prompt-response learning procedure (BPerhaps Damian and Bowers's participants encoded the initial sounds of the responses in both orthographic and phonological forms to help maintain them in memory, thereby hampering response preparation in inconsistent sets, R oelofs, 2006, p. 34) . In addition to the above experiment in which prompt and response words were not presented as written words, Roelofs (2006, Experiments 1 and 2) also used a design that did not require the learning of prompt-response pairs, and only the response words had to be produced at test. He found a spelling influence when the response words were read (Experiment 1) but not when the response words were presented as to be named pictures (Experiment 2). Roelofs thus concluded that Bthe spelling of a word constrains spoken word production in Dutch only when it is relevant for the word production task at hand^(p. 33). In sum, there may be an influence of orthography on the implicit priming task (1) when the response words are presented visually as written words and (2) even when the written form is not presented (which is not always the case), and when it is present, the effect of (implied) orthography seems to be on the learning of prompt-response pairs rather than on the speech production process per se.
It is relevant to note in this context that recently two separate studies have reported using the implicit priming task with alphabetic transcriptions of Chinese and Japanese words and showed the preparation effect with onset segment with (Mandarin) Chinese speakers and Japanese speakers. Li et al. (2015) showed the preparation effect for onset segments when pinyin is used. Similarly, Kureta, Fushimi, Sakuma, and Tatsumi (2015) reported that when the response words were presented in romaji (romanized Japanese) in the promptresponse learning phase, the preparation benefit was found for the shared onset segments, and they concluded that Japanese speakers Bcan prepare phonemic segments in special circumstances in which the orthographic representation of romanized Japanese is first activated^(p. 50). It should be noted that both pinyin and romaji are not native scripts, and not normally encountered in text. Note also that Kureta et al.'s (2015) finding is at odds with the absence of onset segment priming effect with romaji stimuli reported by Verdonschot et al. (2011) with native Japanese speakers. Li et al. (2015) also pointed out a caveat that their participants were all undergraduate or graduate students at an American university and had extensive exposure to English, and hence Btheir higher English language proficiency may have facilitated them to attend more to a small phonological unit such as the onset( p. 575).
3 In sum, although the two implicit priming studies show that in the implicit priming task Mandarin speakers and Japanese speakers can use the onset segments to prepare speech production when words are presented in alphabetic script, they do not speak to the key question at hand, namely, whether cross-language variation in the phonological unit used in speech production is due to the difference in native script type.
The above considerations with non-native scripts highlight yet another issue. Both European languages, like English and Dutch, and Chinese are associated with only one type of native script; thus, for these languages, there is no way of disentangling the role of native script type from the phonological unit of word production used in the language.
Japanese writing systems: Kanji and kana
Japanese, however, provides an interesting exception as it is multiscriptal-that is, Japanese is written using both a morabased system (kana) and logographic kanji characters. There are two types of Japanese kana: hiragana and katakana (each consisting of 46 base characters). Hiragana is typically used to write inflections and other grammatical markers and Japanese words for which kanji are rare or unfamiliar (e.g., かぼち /ka. bo.tɕa / pumpkin); whereas katakana is mostly used to write foreign or loan words (e.g., ト マ ト /to.ma.to/ tomato) as well as scientific or technical terms. Japanese children are formally taught kana around the age of 6 years, in the first year of elementary school, though many children know (some) kana prior to starting school.
Japanese kanji are logographs typically representing content words such as nouns and (stems of) adjectives and verbs (e.g., 赤 /a.ka/ red). Starting from elementary school, all Japanese children must learn a fixed number of kanji during each school year resulting, in the accumulation of 1,006 kanji at the end of elementary school. The rest of the official (jōyō) kanji, prescribed by the Japanese Ministry of Education (see Tamaoka, Makioka, Sanders, & Verdonschot, 2017) , will be learned in high school, ultimately resulting in the knowledge of 2,136 kanji (though many Japanese would know more kanji than this).
Japanese kanji are derived from Chinese hanzi; however, unlike Chinese, where a character is a monosyllabic morpheme, a Japanese kanji character is a morpheme that may be multimoraic (i.e., of varying length). For example, the kanji character 菊 (meaning Bchrysanthemum^) is pronounced /ki.kɯ/, the character 娘 (Bdaughter^) is pronounced /mɯ.sɯ.me/. This means that it would be possible to test in Japanese empirically whether the status of the mora as the unit of word production is dependent on the nature of the (native) script used. Kureta et al. (2006) considered this issue, and concluded that Bthe moraic structure is derived phonologically^, pointing out that Bthe emergence of the moraic structure-for example, learning to segment speech signals at the boundary of morae-is known to precede the onset of literacy^(p. 1112). However, they did not provide direct evidence that the mora as the unit of Japanese speech production is independent of the script used. Citing the work by Damian and Bowers (2003) , in English, described above, which showed that the preparation effect disappeared when the onset segment shared by the response words (e.g., /k/) was spelled differently (e.g., Bc^or Bk^), Kureta et al. (2006) acknowledged that participants in the implicit priming paradigm may perform the task Bby keeping orthographic information in mind, given that the to-bereproduced materials are presented visually during the learning phase^(p. 1112). They further pointed out that the kanji words they used shared phonology but not spelling (like Damian & Bowers, 2003) , and argued that Bif our participants depended exclusively on the same orthographic code as actually presented in the memorization phase, there should have been no facilitation at all for all the homogenous contexts^for these stimuli. However, Kureta et al. used a mix of kanji stimuli and kana stimuli (i.e., their Bhomogenous^set might have been inconsistent), and they were not examined separatelythus, it is not known whether the initial mora overlap effect was observed with the kanji stimuli as well as the kana stimuli.
Recently, using the masked priming read aloud task, Yoshihara, Nakayama, Verdonschot, and Hino (2017) reported finding exactly this dissociation between kanji and kana. They used two-kanji compound words in which the first character was multimoraic, and manipulated the overlap in the initial mora (e.g., prime: 発案 /ha.tsɯ.a.ɴ/ -target: 博物 /ha.kɯ.bɯ.tsɯ/ versus prime: 立案 /ɾi.tsɯ.a.ɴ/ -target: 博物 /ha.kɯ.bɯ.tsɯ/). Unexpectedly, they found that an overlap in the initial mora (as in the first example above) was not sufficient to produce priming; only when the whole pronunciation of the first kanji character overlapped (e.g., /ha.kɯ/ in 迫害 /ha.kɯ.ɡa.i/ -博物 /ha.kɯ.bɯ.tsɯ/) significant priming was observed. When stimuli were transcribed in kana (e.g., ハツアン /ha.tsɯ.a.ɴ/ -はくぶつ /ha.kɯ.bɯ.tsɯ/), initial mora priming emerged, indicating that the nature of script modulated the unit size of phonological priming.
What is not clear, however, is whether this script type effect reflects the modulation of the phonological unit of speech production, or an effect on reading aloud a written word. Although generating a name from a concept (as occurs in spontaneous speech or in picture naming) and reading aloud words both involve speech production processes, how the phonological units comprising the name (be it phonemes, syllables, or morae) are generated from input are different. Specifically, while a picture name must be retrieved as a whole, the phonological form of a written word can be generated, in a piecemeal fashion, via script to sound mapping. In fact, the original account of masked onset priming effect (Forster & Davis, 1991) and, later, the dual route cascaded (DRC) model of reading (e.g., Mousikou, Rastle, Besner, & Coltheart, 2015) situates its origin solely in print-to-sound mapping, prior to the phonological encoding process. Yoshihara et al. (2017) thus noted that their finding Bdemonstrates that the difference in script type does matter at least when we read a word aloud,^(p.1303) leaving open the possibility that its effects may differ in other speech production tasks.
The present study
In summary, there are data indicating cross-language variation in the unit size of spoken word production, but in almost all cases, there is a perfect correspondence between the nature of script (alphabetic, morphosyllabic, moraic) and the phonological unit (phoneme, syllable, mora) used in speech production of the language. A priori, with literate adult participants, the role of script type cannot be teased apart from the phonological unit of speech production in languages that are written in only one type of script.
As stated, Japanese is unique in that words are written using both kana, which maps onto a mora, and kanji, which are morphemes that may be multimoraic. The question we ask is whether the mora-sized unit of speech production in Japanese is dependent on script type. The answer from a recent masked priming read-aloud study is positive (Yoshihara et al., 2017 ). However, the task here was to read aloud the target word, and it is unclear whether the influence of script type generalizes to other speech production tasks. Therefore, we turn to a different task, the Stroop color naming task using word distractors written in kana and kanji.
In the Stroop color naming task, participants are asked to name the color in which a word distractor is displayed (Stroop, 1935) . The standard Stroop congruence effect is the finding that color naming is faster when the word distractor is congruent with the response color than when it is incongruent. In a variation of this task, it has been shown that color naming is faster when the word (and pseudoword) distractor overlaps with the response color name in the onset segment (e.g., the word RUN or the pseudoword ROZZ presented in red) than when it does not (e.g., the word FUN or the pseudoword FOZZ presented in red (Coltheart, Woollams, Kinoshita, & Perry, 1999; Mousikou et al., 2015) , an effect referred to as the phonological Stroop effect. In the present study, we will use the phonological Stroop effect as a tool to study the phonological unit of speech production. 4 There are several reasons why we chose the Stroop color naming task for investigating the influence of script type on the phonological unit of speech production. One is that, here, the goal of the task is to simply name the color, and it does not require the learning of prompt-response pairs. This is important, because the orthographic properties of the response words could influence the learning of prompt-response pairs (see Alario, et al., 2007; Roelofs, 2006) . Second, in the Stroop color naming task, because the written word distractor is never the target to be responded to, there is no reason to intentionally read the word. Recall that Roelofs (2006, Experiments 1 and 2) has shown that even in the absence of the requirement to learn the promptresponse pairs, the form preparation effect was disrupted by spelling inconsistency when the response words had to be read (but not when they were presented as pictures). Roelofs (2006) suggested that the spelling of a word constrains spoken word production Bwhen it is relevant for the word production task at hand^(p. 36). Spelling is clearly relevant to the masked priming read aloud task, in which a written target word is to be read aloud. In contrast, in the Stroop color naming task, the target to be named is the color in which the word distractor is displayed; the word distractor is a priori irrelevant to the task at hand.
We start by using kana stimuli in Experiment 1, to confirm the finding that in Japanese speech production the initial mora overlap, but not the onset segment overlap facilitates naming. This establishes the Stroop color naming task as a suitable tool for investigating the phonological unit of speech production. In two subsequent experiments, we contrast the effects of initial mora overlap with word distractors written in multimoraic kanji and kana to test the effects of script type.
Experiment 1: Stroop task (C and CV overlap) using katakana distractors
As far as we know, the Stroop color naming task has not been used to investigate the phonological unit of speech production in Japanese. Thus, the main aim of this first experiment was to establish that the overlap in the initial mora, but not the onset segment, between the word distractor and the color name produces facilitation. The distractors were all two-mora pseudowords written in kana.
Method
Participants Twenty-two students from Waseda University (12 males; average age 23 ± 2 years) in Tokyo participated in the experiment and were paid 500 yen each.
Design The experiment used the Stroop color naming task, and manipulated (1) onset congruence between the distractor and color name (congruent vs. incongruent) and (2) unit of onset (mora = CV vs. consonant phoneme = C). The dependent variables were color naming latency and error rate.
Materials
The critical stimuli were 192 two-katakana pseudowords (e.g., パヤ , roman transcription Bpaya,^IPA:
/pa.ja/) presented in pink, green or blue. Participants were instructed to use the color names Bpinku,^Bguriin,^and Bburuu^(IPA: /pi.ŋ.kɯ/, /ɡɯ.ɾi.i.ɴ/, /bɯ.ɾɯ.ɯ/), which are commonly used loanword color names. We chose these color names because they have different consonant onsets, which is necessary to test for the onset segment effect, and the primary color names like red and blue in Japanese (red-/a.ka/, blue-/ a.o/) do not contain consonant onsets. There were four conditions resulting from the factorial combination of onset congruence and onset unit: (1) C-congruent; (2) C-incongruent; (3) CV-congruent; and (4) CV-incongruent. Forty-eight pseudowords contained the onset phoneme /p/, /b/ or /g/ (but not the initial mora /pi/, /ɡɯ/, or /bɯ/; e.g., パヤ , /pa.ja/ presented in pink) presented in the onset-congruent color; these constituted the congruent C stimuli. The incongruent C stimuli were 48 nonwords generated from the congruent C stimuli by replacing the onset phoneme /p/ with /r/ (e.g., from パヤ , /pa.ja/, ラヤ , /ra.ja/ was generated), /b/ with /n/, and /g/ with /ɕi/. The congruent CV stimuli contained the initial mora /pi/, /ɡɯ/, or /bɯ/, presented in the onset-congruent color (e.g., ピ ヤ , /pi.ja/ presented in pink). The incongruent CV stimuli were 48 nonwords generated from the congruent CV stimuli by replacing the initial mora /pi/ with /ri/ (e.g., from ピヤ , /pi.ja/, リヤ , /ri.ja/ was generated), /bɯ/ with /nɯ/, and /gɯ/ with /tsɯ/. The stimuli are listed in the Appendix Table 4 .
Apparatus and procedure Participants were tested individually, seated approximately 60 cm in front of a flat-screen monitor. Each participant completed 192 color naming trials, presented in four blocks, with each block containing 48 trials with a selfpaced break between the blocks. Each block contained an equal number of trials from the four experimental conditions presented in either pink, green, or blue in equal proportion. A practice block of nine trials containing each of the three colors occurring equally often preceded the test blocks.
Participants were instructed at the outset of the experiment that on each trial they would be presented with a katakana pseudoword presented in one of three colors-pink, green or blue-and their task was to name the color of the stimulus as fast and accurately as possible.
Stimulus presentation and data collection were achieved using the DMDX program (Forster & Forster, 2003) . Stimulus display was synchronized to the screen refresh rate (16.7 ms).
Each trial started with the presentation of a fixation (+) for 816 ms, in the center of the screen. It was replaced by a blank screen for 400 ms, then by a word or five hash marks in one of three colors (pink, green, or blue) for a maximum of 2,000 ms, or until the participant named the color. After the participant's response, the screen went blank for 816 ms, after which the next trial started. All stimuli were presented in MS P Gothic font. The experimenter sat next to the participant and noted the errors.
Results
In this and subsequent experiments, we report an analysis of correct RT and error rates using linear mixed-effects model, with subjects and items as crossed random factors (Baayen, 2008) . The preliminary treatment of RT data for this analysis was as follows. First, we examined the shape of the RT distribution for correct trials and applied a log transformation (which best approximated a normal distribution) after excluding 84 data points faster than 200 ms (most of which were mistriggers of the voice key) to meet the distributional assumption of the linear mixed-effects model, resulting in 4,103 observations. The logRT data were submitted to a linear mixed-effects model using the lme4 (Bates, Maechler, Bolker & Walker, 2015) package implemented in R 3.4.0 (R Core Team, 2016). Degrees of freedom (estimated using Satterthwaite's approximation) and p values were estimated using the lmerTest package (Kuznetsova, Brockhoff, & Christensen, 2016) . We tested models that included random slopes, and where the model fit was no better, we report the simpler model with the subject and item intercepts (as crossed random factors). The mean correct RT and error rates are shown in Table 1 .
In the analysis, the fixed factors were onset unit (C vs. CV) and congruence (congruent vs. incongruent). Both were dummy coded, and the congruence factor was referenced to the mismatch condition. For the onset unit factor, the C condition was used as the reference level to test the segment overlap effect, and the CV condition was used as the reference level to test the mora overlap effect. Using R syntax, the final model we report is: logRT~onset unit * congruence + (1 | subject) + (1 | item), with 22 subjects and 192 items (distractors). With the C condition as the reference level, the model showed that the effect of congruence was nonsignificant: t = −1.089, p = .277 (i.e., there was no segment overlap effect). Referenced to the CV condition, the congruence effect was significant, t = −5.658, p < .001 (i.e., there was a mora overlap effect). The effect of onset unit was nonsignificant, t = 1.408, p = .16. The interaction between congruence and onset unit was significant, t = −3.231, p < .002, indicating that the effect of congruence in onset between the color name and the kana distractor depended on the onset unit (mora vs. segment). Error rate was not analyzed as they were too few errors to warrant an analysis.
Discussion
The results indicate clearly that for katakana stimuli (a moraic script) there is no benefit when only the onset segment of the distractor overlapped with the intended color name (e.g., /p/ between パヤ /paja/ and the color name /piŋkɯ/); in contrast, when the CV (i.e., the mora) overlapped (e.g., /pi/ between ピ ヤ /pija/ and /piŋkɯ/) color naming was facilitated. These results replicate the previous findings using the implicit priming paradigm (Kureta et al., 2006) and the masked priming readaloud task (Verdonschot et al., 2011) . The absence of the onset segment effect here is all the more striking given that the participants were instructed to use loanword color names (/pi.ŋ.kɯ/, /ɡɯ.ɾi.i.ɴ/, /bɯ.ɾɯ.ɯ/, corresponding to pink, blue, green, respectively) that resemble the original English color names and hence may be considered even more conducive for finding an onset segment effect. In contrast to the nonsignificant onset segment effect, the initial mora effect of 37 ms is sizable, and comparable to the 40 ms form preparation effect reported by Kureta et al. (2006, Experiment 1) . 5 These results establish the phonological Stroop effect as a suitable vehicle to study the phonological unit in Japanese speech production.
Experiment 2: Stroop task (CV overlap) using kanji/hiragana distractors (separate blocks)
In the following two experiments, we turn to the main question of interest, namely, whether the phonological unit of speech production is dependent on script type. To this end, we use the Stroop color naming task and compare the effect of initial mora overlap with the target color name for kana versus multimoraic kanji distractors. We first selected single-kanji words that have a multimoraic pronunciation, for example, 菊 (/ki.kɯ/), 兄 (/a.ni/), 娘 (/mɯ.sɯ.me/); they were then presented either as a kanji character or as kana transcriptions (e.g., き く -/ki.kɯ/, あに -/a.ni/, むすめ -/mɯ.sɯ.me/), in a color that shared the initial mora (e.g., /ki.kɯ/ in yellow /ki.i.ɾo/), or a color that did not (e.g., /ki.kɯ/ in purple, i.e., /mɯ.ɾa.sa.ki/).
Replicating Experiment 1, we expect to find the initial mora congruence effect for the kana-transcribed distractors. Note that native Japanese color names are typically written using kanji (i.e., not in katakana as in Experiment 1). Therefore, replication of the mora congruence effect here would serve to highlight that the effect is not dependent on the to-be-named colors usually being written in a moraic script. The critical prediction concerned the kanji distractors. Recall that Yoshihara et al. (2017) found no initial mora priming effect for two-character kanji words unless the whole pronunciation of the initial kanji character was the same in the prime and the target; kana transcription of the prime and target words restored the initial mora priming effect. If these results are due to the script-dependence of phonological unit of speech production, then similarly no initial mora congruence effect should be found in the present Stroop color naming task for the kanji distractors. On the other hand, if script type constrains speech production only when the target is a written word as in Yoshihara et al.'s read-aloud task, the initial mora congruence effect should be found irrespective of script type in the present Stroop color naming task.
In Experiment 2, we manipulated script type within participants, and presented the kanji distractors and kana distractors in separate blocks, with the kanji block always presented first. This was done to adhere to the design of Yoshihara et al. (2017) in which the script type was manipulated between experiments, and hence the kanji stimuli would not have been subject to carry over effects from the kana stimuli. In Experiment 3 we randomly mixed the kanji and kana distractors.
Method
Participants Thirty students from Waseda University in Tokyo (17 males; average age 22 ± 5 years) participated in the experiment; each participant was paid 500 yen.
Design The experiment used the Stroop color naming task and involved the factors onset congruence (congruent vs. 5 In contrast, the initial mora priming effect observed with the kana stimuli in Yoshihara et al.'s (2017) masked priming read-aloud experiment was 16 ms. Materials The critical stimulus words were 45 single-character kanji words, selected using an online kanji database (Tamaoka et al., 2017) . Most Japanese kanji characters have multiple readings, on-(BChinese^) and kun-(BJapanese^) readings, and when a character is presented singly, the kun-reading predominates (see Verdonschot et al., 2013) . The critical words contained, in their kun-readings, the initial mora /ki/, /a/, /mi/, /mɯ/, or /ɕi/; the initial mora of the color names used, /ki.i.ɾo/ (yellow), /a.ka/ (red), /mi.do.ɾi/ (green), /mɯ.ɾa.sa.ki/ (purple), and /ɕi.ɾo/ (white). The kanji words ranged in the number of strokes from three to 19 (mean 9.22), and frequency 2.49 to 1,826 per million (mean 194). Three of the words were three mora long; the remaining 42 words were two mora long.
The distractors were either presented as a kanji character, or transcribed and presented in hiragana. In both the kanji conditions and kana conditions, the distractor was presented either in a color that had the congruent initial mora (e.g., the word /ki.kɯ/), written either in kanji or kana, was presented in yellow (/ki.i.ɾo/) or in a color that had an incongruent initial mora (e.g., the word /ki.kɯ/ was presented in purple; /mɯ.ɾa.sa.ki/). Thus, in total there were 180 test trials (45 stimulus words presented in four different script type x onset congruence combinations). The stimuli are listed in the Appendix Tabel 5.
Apparatus and procedure Apparatus and the general procedure were identical to Experiment 1. Before the test trials, participants were presented with 10 practice trials in which a string of hash marks were presented in four different colors to familiarize with the color names. The presentation of kanji and kana distractors were blocked, and the kanji block was presented first. Five practice trials containing kanji-or kana distractors (not used in the test trials) preceded each of the kanji or kana blocks.
Results
The analysis procedure was identical to Experiment 1. The preliminary treatment of RT data for this experiment resulted in 5,310 data points, after excluding 42 data points (out of 5,352 trials) faster than 250 ms (most of which were mistriggers of the voice key). The mean correct RT and error rates for Experiment 2 are shown in Table 2 .
In the analysis, the fixed factors were script type (kanji vs. kana) and initial mora congruence (congruent vs. incongruent). Both were dummy coded, and the congruence factor was referenced to the incongruent condition. For the script type factor, the kanji condition and the kana condition was each used as the reference level. In this experiment, the model with intersubject and interitem variation in the sensitivity to congruence (i.e., subject and item random slopes on congruence) was preferred. Using R syntax, the model we report is: logRT script type * congruence + (congruence | subject) + (congruence | item), with 30 subjects and 90 items (distractors).
With kana as the reference level, the model showed that the effect of congruence was significant: t = −4.889, p < .001. Also with kanji as the reference level, the effect of congruence was significant, t = −3.134, p < .003. The effect of script type was non-significant, t = .660, p = .511. 6 The interaction between onset congruence and script type was nonsignificant, t = 1.291, p = .20. Numerically the onset congruence effect was greater for the kana distractors (48 ms vs. 34 ms), and in the model with only the subject and item random intercepts (logRT~script type * congruence + (1 | subject) + (1 | item)) 7 , the interaction was statistically significant, t = 3.205, p < .002. This suggests that there was inter-subject and inter-item variability in the sensitivity to the manipulation of onset congruence, and the interaction largely reflects this variability. Error rate was not analyzed as they were too few errors to warrant analysis. Note. Example is for Byellow,^though the means are for all five target colors 6 Given that kanji words are read aloud more slowly than kana transcriptions (Tamaoka, 2005) , the absence of script type effect here may at first appear surprising. Note however that the task here is to name the color, not to read aloud the kanji and kana distractors. In the Stroop color naming task, it is wellestablished that the lexical factors that have large effects on the latency to read aloud the distractor (e.g., word frequency, lexicality) have little effects on the Stroop color naming latency (e.g., Kinoshita, De Wit, & Norris, 2017; Monsell, Taylor & Murphy, 2001 ). Thus, the absence of kanji-kana difference here is not unexpected. 7 The comparison of the two models showed that the AIC (Akaike information criterion) for the random-intercept only model was −3671.2 and for the random-slope model −3965.6; the BIC (Bayesian information criterion) was −3625.2 and −3893.3; log likelihood was 1842.6 and 1993.8, and the deviance was −3685.2 and −3987.6, respectively. The chi square value was 302.36, p(chi square) < .001.
Discussion
Experiment 2 showed that the kanji distractors and their kana transcriptions produced statistically equivalent Stroop facilitation in color naming resulting from the overlap in the initial mora with the target color. The results for the kana distractors replicated Experiment 1 and previous findings of mora overlap effects found with the implicit priming procedure (Kureta et al., 2006) and the masked onset priming read-aloud experiments (Verdonschot et al., 2011) . In contrast, the results for the kanji distractors stand in contrast to the results reported by Yoshihara et al. (2017) , particularly with respect to the fact that their multimoraic kanji stimuli did not show any mora priming in the masked priming read-aloud task. Before turning to a discussion of this dissociation, we note that here numerically the initial mora congruence effect was smaller for the kanji stimuli (34 ms) than the kana stimuli (48 ms), and the interaction with script type was statistically significant when the item and subject variability in the sensitivity to the congruence was disregarded. Because the kana and kanji distractors were presented in separate blocks, and the script type manipulation was completely confounded with block order, it is unclear how to interpret the apparent interaction. In Experiment 3, therefore, we randomly mixed the kana and kanji distractors.
Experiment 3: Stroop task (CV overlap) using kanji/hiragana distractors (mixed blocks)
This experiment is essentially the same as Experiment 2, except the kanji and kana distractors are mixed randomly.
Method
Participants Twenty students from Waseda University in Tokyo (seven males; average age 19 ± 1 years) participated in the experiment.
Design The experimental design was identical to Experiment 2; the only difference is that the kanji and kana distractors were mixed randomly, in an unpredictable order.
Materials, apparatus, and procedure They were identical to Experiment 2, except that the presentation of kanji and kana distractors was mixed, and following practice with color naming with the string of hash marks, 10 practice trials containing kanji or kana distractors preceded the test trials.
Results
The same analysis procedure as Experiment 2 was followed.
The preliminary treatment of RT data for this experiment resulted in 3487 data points, after excluding 64 data points (out of 3551 trials) faster than 250 ms (mostly voice key mistriggers). The mean correct RT and error rates for Experiment 3 are shown in Table 3 . The analysis was identical to Experiment 2, with script type (kanji vs. kana) and initial mora congruence (congruent vs. incongruent) as fixed factors. Both were dummy coded, and the congruence factor was referenced to the incongruent condition. For the script type factor, the kanji condition and the kana condition was each used as the reference level. As in Experiment 2, the model with intersubject and interitem variation in the sensitivity to onset congruence (i.e., subject and item random slopes on onset congruence) was preferred. Using R syntax, the model we report is: logRT~script type * congruence + (congruence | subject) + (congruence | item), with 20 subjects and 90 items (distractors). With kana as the reference level, the model showed that the effect of congruence was significant: t = −4.281, p < .001. Also with kanji as the reference level, the congruence effect was significant, t = −4.157, p < .001. The effect of script type was nonsignificant, t = −0.283, p = .778. Importantly, and replicating Experiment 2, the interaction between congruence and script type was also nonsignificant, t = −0.091, p = .928, indicating that initial mora congruence facilitated color naming equally for kanji or kana distractors. Error rate was not analyzed as they were too few errors to warrant analysis.
Discussion
We replicated the findings of Experiment 2 indicating that color naming in the Stroop task benefits from the overlap in the initial mora between the color name and the word distractor, whether the word distractors were written in kana or kanji. Here, the kanji and kana distractors were mixed randomly, and the numerical trend toward a smaller initial mora overlap effect for the kanji stimuli observed in Experiment 2 disappeared. As in Experiment 2, the initial mora overlap effect was sizable (~40 ms) and very similar in size to the effect observed in Experiment 1 (and Kureta et al., 2006) . These results strengthen our conclusion that the phonological unit of Japanese speech production, as indexed by the phonological Stroop effect, is independent of script type.
General discussion
The phonological unit underlying speech production has received ample attention in recent literature (e.g., Chen et al., 2016; O'Seaghdha, 2015; O'Seaghdha et al., 2010; Roelofs, 2015; Verdonschot et al., 2011; Verdonschot et al., 2013; Nakayama et al., 2016) . It has been suggested that this unit is different between languages: Specifically, it has been proposed to be the phoneme in English and most other IndoEuropean languages, but the syllable in Mandarin Chinese and the mora in Japanese.
In the present study, we asked whether the crosslanguage variation in the phonological unit of speech production reflects the difference in script type used to write the language. This factor cannot be disentangled from the phonological unit of speech production in languages that are written using only one type of script. Here, we capitalized on the multiscripted nature of Japanese in which a word may be written in moraic kana, or logographic (morphemic) kanji. Using the Stroop color naming task, we showed that the overlap in the initial mora between the color name and the word distractor (e.g., the word /ki.kɯ/ presented in yellow /ki.i.ɾo/) produced a sizable facilitation, and crucially, the facilitation did not depend on script type: The multimoraic kanji distractors (e.g., 菊) produced an equally sized initial mora congruency effect as the kana distractors (e.g., き く ).
The present results stand in marked contrast to a masked priming study reported by Yoshihara et al. (2017) , in which the mora priming effects were absent for kanji compound words containing a multimoraic initial character. This difference was anticipated on the basis that in Yoshihara et al., the target was a written (twocharacter compound kanji) word to be read aloud, whereas here it was a (multimoraic) color name. In reading aloud a written word, unlike a color name, the phonological form can be generated in a piecemeal fashion, via the process of mapping script to sound. The masked priming effect observed by Yoshihara et al. may have reflected this script-to-sound mapping process rather than (or as well as) the phonological encoding process.
8 Chen et al. (2016) , who used masked priming to study the proximate unit used in Mandarin Chinese speech production, made a similar point. They used pictures as targets (preceded by Mandarin hànzì primes) thereby avoiding Bperceptual priming of characters in the writing system^(p. 827). One point of concern with the present Stroop task is that it allows for a limited number of potential response options because the number of available colors is limited. The fact that Chen et al. (2016) used picture targets (they used 42 pictures) and showed a similar absence of onset segment overlap effect (with Mandarin Chinese speakers) is therefore reassuring.
It should also be pointed out that the dissociation between the present study and Yoshihara et al. (2017) is at odds with accounts based on the dual-route cascaded (DRC) model of reading (e.g., Coltheart et al., 1999; Mousikou et al., 2015) , according to which the phonological Stroop effect and the masked onset priming effect have the same locus (Mousikou et al., 2015 (Mousikou et al., , p. 1078 ). The DRC model assumes that both effects originate in the reading of the prime/distractor. More specifically, it attributes the serial, left-to-right nature of both effects (i.e., beginning overlap but not end overlap produces facilitation) to the serial operation of the nonlexical route of print-to-sound mapping: This route is assumed to apply grapheme-phoneme correspondence rules, letter by letter, to generate a sequence of phonemes that serves as the input to the speech planning process. Although the DRC model has yet not been applied to Japanese, for kana stimuli, a similar serial application of kana-to-mora correspondence rules could plausibly produce an initial mora priming effect in reading aloud (as observed by Yoshihara et al., 2017) and an initial mora overlap effect in the Stroop color naming task observed here. In contrast, on the assumption that the pronunciation of kanji words is retrieved Blexically^as a whole (e.g., Feldman & Turvey, 1980; Wydell, Butterworth, & Patterson, 1995) , no initial mora overlap effect is expected for these stimuli, contrary to the present results. Moreover, assuming a single, common locus of the masked onset priming effect and the phonological Stroop effect, the dissociation between Yoshihara et al. (2017) and the present Stroop color naming task is unexpected by the DRC.
DRC's assumption of serial operation of the nonlexical route has explained many (serial) phenomena observed with English (and other European languages) in the read-aloud task, such as the position-of-irregularity effect (see Rastle & Coltheart, 2006 , for a review). The DRC model offers detailed, computationally implemented process accounts of these phenomena (see Mousikou et al., 2015 , for the masked onset priming effect and the phonological Stroop effect). However, these phenomena have been found using the read-aloud task, which involves speech production, and it has been suggested that the serial nature of reading aloud could be subsumed under the left-to-right incremental nature of phonological encoding process in speech production (Kinoshita, 2000; Roelofs, 2004) . To date, the DRC model has not incorporated this suggestion, and the serial nature of these phenomena is entirely situated in the grapheme-phoneme mapping process, which is specific to alphabetic scripts and is assumed to be completed before speech planning commences. This approach is difficult to reconcile with the fact that the facilitation in naming due to the overlap in the initial phonological unit is found at the level of mora in Japanese and at the level of segments in European languages, as well as the fact that the initial mora congruence effect is independent of script type within Japanese.
The alphabet/phoneme-centric approach contrasts with the Bproximate unit principle.^The term proximate unit was proposed by O'Seaghdha and colleagues (e.g., O'Seaghdha, 2015; O'Seaghdha & Chen, 2009 ) to refer to the unit used in the phonological encoding of speech production, and particularly the cross-language variation in the unit. O'Seaghdha (2015) criticized the extant theories of language production which regard phonemes as the essential building blocks of lexical sound systems, noting that Bbecause theories of language production have been shaped by the properties of the languages in which they emerged, the properties of those languages are overrepresented in theories^(p. 5). In contrast, in the proximate unit approach full recognition is given to the diversity of form-the cross-language variation in phonology-and the proximate units (i.e., the primary units mediating the initial transition from lexical to phonological representation) are suggested to vary across languages (phonemes/segments in European languages, atonal syllables in Chinese, mora in Japanese).
In the proximate unit approach, the dissociation between Yoshihara et al.'s (2017) finding and the present study is less puzzling. In the review of the literature, O'Seaghdha (2015) discussed how the implicit priming paradigm and the masked onset priming task have provided the evidence for the proximate unit, but in different contexts of speech production. In principle, the proximate unit addresses the retrieval of phonology from lexical memory, as in normal speaking, and not the mapping of phonology from orthographic input (i.e., reading aloud). This is not to deny the usefulness of masked priming to investigate speech production, but as O'Seaghdha (2015) noted, Bmasked primes could influence many word production processes, and so caution must be exercised in applying the proximate units' approach to masked priming data^(p. 15). As pointed out by Roelofs (2006) in explaining the orthographic influence on the implicit priming paradigm, orthography (and script type) is expected to constrain spoken word production when it is relevant to the word production task at hand. In this regard, an important difference between the masked priming read-aloud task and the Stroop color naming task is that in the former the target is a written word to be read aloud, and in the latter the target is a color to be named. The phonological form of a written word can be generated in a piecemeal fashion, script-by-script, which is not possible for a color or a picture, thus as noted by Chen et al. (2016) , priming in a read-aloud task may reflect Bperceptual priming of characters in the writing system rather than by productionspecific processes^(p. 827).
In conclusion, the present Stroop color naming study showed that color naming in Japanese benefitted from an overlap with the distractor in the initial mora, but not in the onset segment, and that the initial mora effect was independent of script type (moraic kana vs. multimoraic kanji). This script independence contrasts with the result reported by Yoshihara et al. (2017) in a recent masked priming read-aloud study. These results, taken together with the previous demonstrations of the onset segment congruence effect in English (Coltheart et al., 1999; Mousikou et al., 2015) establish the Stroop color naming task as a useful task for investigating the proximate unit in speech production. 
